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SAP S/4HANA

Bardhan, Baumgart, Choi, Dudgeon, Görecki, Lahiri, Meijerink, Wordsley-Tonks

SAP S/4HANA
An Introduction

Interested in what SAP S/4HANA has to offer? Find out with this big-picture guide! Take a tour of SAP S/4HANA functionality for your key lines of business: finance, manufacturing, supply chain, sales, and more. Preview SAP S/4HANA’s architecture, and discover your options for reporting, extensions, and adoption. With insights into the latest intelligent technologies, this is your all-in-one SAP S/4HANA starting point!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/5232

Saueressig, Gilg, Betz, Homann

SAP S/4HANA Cloud
An Introduction

New to SAP S/4HANA Cloud? This is the book for you! Get detailed descriptions and screenshots to see what is possible in SAP S/4HANA Cloud, from core functionality like finance and logistics to reporting with embedded analytics and KPIs. Learn how SAP S/4HANA Cloud impacts your users and how it can be extended, integrated, and adopted by your organization. Get information on the latest intelligent technologies to experience the complete solution scope. Discover what SAP S/4HANA Cloud means for your business!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/5255

Denecken, Musil, Santhanam

SAP Activate
Project Management for SAP S/4HANA
The go-to guide for your SAP S/4HANA implementation project

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/5027

Aditya Lal

SAP Activate Project Management Certification Guide
Certified Associate Exam
For Exam C_ACTIVATE12

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/5194

Bhattacharjee, Narasimhamurti, Desai, Vazquez, Walsh

Logistics with SAP S/4HANA
An Introduction
Reimagine your supply chain

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4785

Mehta, Ajia, Duncan, Parikh

SAP S/4HANA Finance
An Introduction
Unlock the potential of SAP S/4HANA Finance

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4784

Saueressig, Stein, Boeder, Kleiss

SAP S/4HANA Architecture
Get to know the SAP S/4HANA foundation from the ground up

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/5189

Mark Mergaerts, Bert Vanstechelman

SAP S/4HANA System Conversion Guide
The start-to-finish guide to your SAP S/4HANA brownfield implementation

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/5035

Buttmann, Fleckenstein, Kundu

SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics
The Comprehensive Guide
Customize, use, and integrate SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics!

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/5226

Densborn, Finkbohner, Freundenberg, Höft, Mathäß, Rubarth

Migrating to SAP S/4HANA
Start planning your SAP S/4HANA migration today

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/5279

Parekh Mishra, Vijin Varapu

Customizing SAP S/4HANA with SAP Cloud Platform
Designing a Future-Ready Enterprise Architecture
Future-proof your system!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/5157

Janet Salmon, Stefan Walz

Controlling with SAP S/4HANA: Business User Guide
Your complete guide to running management accounting in SAP S/4HANA

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/5282

Stoil Jotev

Configuring SAP S/4HANA Finance
Your configuration guide for greenfield SAP S/4HANA Finance projects

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/4857

Anup Maheshwari

Implementing SAP S/4HANA Finance System Conversion Guide
Migrate your data and go live with SAP S/4HANA Finance

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/5058

Stoil Jotev

Configuring SAP S/4HANA Finance
Your configuration guide for greenfield SAP S/4HANA Finance projects

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/4857

Mehta, Ajia, Duncan, Parikh

SAP S/4HANA Finance
An Introduction
Unlock the potential of SAP S/4HANA Finance

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4784

Christian van Helfteren

Configuring Sales in SAP S/4HANA
Set up and use SD in SAP S/4HANA

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/4907

James Olcott, Jon Simmonds

Sales and Distribution with SAP S/4HANA: Business User Guide
The practitioners’ guide to step-by-step SD!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/5263

Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCAT21! Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
High-Quality Coding with ABAP

Take your ABAP skills to the next level! Use these books to improve your code, whether you're writing from scratch or working with existing apps. Understand clean ABAP concepts and learn to write readable and maintainable code—the first time around. See how test-drive development can help you create more robust programs, faster. Lastly, learn to clean up legacy code by refactoring.

1. Clean ABAP
   A Style Guide for Developers
   Haeuptle, Hoffmann, Jordão, Martin, Ravinarayan, Westerholz
   Your guide to better ABAP code
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
   www.sap-press.com/5190

2. Test-Driven Development with ABAP Objects
   Winfried Schwarzmann
   When it comes to development: be agile!
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/4882

3. Refactoring Legacy ABAP Code
   Paul Hardy
   Transform legacy ABAP procedural code
   E-book: $29.99
   www.sap-press.com/5234

4. SAP API Management
   Bönnten, Jegadesan, Mary, Vij
   Develop, manage, and maintain APIs
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
   www.sap-press.com/4928

5. ABAP in the Cloud
   Development and Operations with SAP BTP, ABAP Environment
   Acharya, Debelic, Deshmukh, Dhawan
   Take your ABAP skills to the cloud!
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
   www.sap-press.com/5236

6. ABAP RESTful Programming Model
   ABAP Development for SAP S/4HANA
   Stefan Haas, Birce Mathew
   Reinvent your workflow with ABAP RESTful development
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
   www.sap-press.com/4988

7. ABAP Development for SAP HANA
   The ABAP developer’s map to SAP HANA programming
   Mohd Mohsin Ahmed, Sumit Dipak Naik
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/4954

8. ABAP to the Future
   The latest and greatest in ABAP
   Paul Hardy
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
   www.sap-press.com/4751

9. Migrating Custom Code to SAP S/4HANA
   Paul Hardy
   Get your custom code working on SAP S/4HANA
   E-book: $29.99
   www.sap-press.com/5131

10. Developing Applications with the SAP Cloud Application Programming Model
    Raja Gupta
    Customize your SAP cloud solutions
    E-book: $34.99
    www.sap-press.com/5152

Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCAT21! Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCAT21!

Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
Denys van Kempen

**SAP HANA 2.0**

**An Introduction**

Enter the fast-paced world of SAP HANA 2.0 with this introductory guide. Begin with an exploration of the technological backbone of SAP HANA as a database and platform. Then, step into key SAP HANA user roles and discover core capabilities for administration, application development, advanced analytics, security, data integration, and more. No matter how SAP HANA 2.0 fits into your business, this book is your starting point.

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99


Denys van Kempen

**SAP HANA 2.0 Certification Guide: Technology Associate Exam**

For Exam C_HANATEC_16

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99


Fernando Roque

**Data Segmentation Using K-Means and SAP HANA PAL**

Segment and analyze your data

E-book: $34.99


Rudi de Louw

**SAP HANA 2.0 Certification Guide: Application Associate Exam**

For Exams C_HANAIMP_15 and C_HANAIMP_16

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99


Muhammad Iqbal

**SAP HANA Data Lifecycle Management**

Dynamic Tiering and Data Aging

Preserve the performance of your SAP HANA system

E-book: $29.99


Jörg Brandeis

**SQLScript for SAP HANA**

Everything you need to program with SQLScript for SAP HANA

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99


Cundiff, Gomes, Lamb, Loden, Suneja

**Data Provisioning for SAP HANA**

Understand your options for loading data into SAP HANA

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99


Raja Gupta, Denys van Kempen

**Introducing SAP HANA Cloud**

How does SAP HANA Cloud work, and what does it offer your business? Find out by taking your first steps with the new database application platform, and understanding its architecture and underlying technologies. Learn about key capabilities for provisioning, administration, security, data integration, and application development. Complete your SAP HANA Cloud tour by exploring embedded and integrated analytics options!

E-book: $29.99


Jörg Brandeis

**SQLScript for SAP HANA**

Native Development for SAP HANA

Write native SAP HANA applications with XSA

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99


Jonathan Haun

**SAP HANA 2.0 Security Guide**

Protect your SAP HANA 2.0 system!

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99


Muhammad Iqbal

**SAP HANA Data Lifecycle Management**

Dynamic Tiering and Data Aging

Preserve the performance of your SAP HANA system

E-book: $29.99


Anil Bavaraju

**Data Modeling for SAP HANA 2.0**

Find meaning in your business data. Build, manage, and secure calculation views and table functions with the SAP Web IDE for SAP HANA. See how the SAP Web IDE, SAP HANA Live, and SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics all interact to create effective data models. Explore advanced modeling concepts compatible with SAP HANA 2.0, like predictive modeling and geospatial analysis. Begin designing the perfect model today!


Mohd Mohsin Ahmed, Sumit Dipak Naik

**ABAP Development for SAP HANA**

This step-by-step developer’s guide has everything you need to build SAP HANA-optimized ABAP applications. Explore the environment and tools you’ll be using and master development techniques that govern the code-to-data paradigm in SAP HANA. Then jump into backend programming using ABAP Database Connectivity, SQLScript, ABAP-managed database procedures, core data services, and more. Once you’ve coded your apps, maintain them with runtime statistics, traces, and code analysis. Build it your way!

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99


Anil Bavaraju

**Data Modeling for SAP HANA 2.0**

Find meaning in your business data. Build, manage, and secure calculation views and table functions with the SAP Web IDE for SAP HANA. See how the SAP Web IDE, SAP HANA Live, and SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics all interact to create effective data models. Explore advanced modeling concepts compatible with SAP HANA 2.0, like predictive modeling and geospatial analysis. Begin designing the perfect model today!


Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCAT21! Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCAT21! Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCAT21! Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
Controlling with SAP S/4HANA

Your first steps to controlling with SAP S/4HANA. Finance start here! Begin by learning how to execute your project, whether you choose to migrate your data or begin a new project. Then discover and leverage the Material Ledger functionalities in SAP S/4HANA. Build your system further by configuring it for profitability analysis, and then discover how to complete routine controlling tasks in your live system.

1. Anup Maheshwari
   Implementing SAP S/4HANA Finance
   System Conversion Guide
   Make your brownfield project a success!
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/5058

2. Stoil Jotev
   Configuring SAP S/4HANA Finance
   Your configuration guide for greenfield SAP S/4HANA Finance projects
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/4857

3. Paul Ovigele
   Material Ledger in SAP S/4HANA
   Functionality and Configuration
   Set up and use the Material Ledger in your SAP S/4HANA system
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/4863

4. Kathrin Schmaizing
   Profitability Analysis with SAP S/4HANA
   Grab the controls with CO-PA in SAP S/4HANA
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/5117

5. Janet Salmon, Stefan Walz
   Controlling with SAP S/4HANA: Business User Guide
   Your complete guide to running management accounting in SAP S/4HANA
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
   www.sap-press.com/5282

New

Marcelo Trein
Introducing Central Payments with Central Finance and SAP S/4HANA
Harness your financial operations with centralized payments
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/5280

Himanshu Goel
Introducing the Material Master in SAP S/4HANA
See what's new with the material master in SAP S/4HANA
E-book: $29.99
www.sap-press.com/5288

Satyanarayana Rao Karri
Introducing Accruals Management with SAP S/4HANA
Get to know accruals in SAP S/4HANA
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/5237

Ashish Mohapatra
Introducing Credit Management with SAP S/4HANA
Get your first look at credit management in the new suite
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/4990

Irick, Cairncross, Bravo, Ghatahora
Introducing Financial Planning and Analysis with SAP Analytics Cloud
Your first look at FP&A with SAP Analytics Cloud
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/4970

New

Sandeep Bagchi
Introducing Financial Close with SAP S/4HANA
Close your books with SAP S/4HANA
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/5205

Ajay Maheshwari
Migrating from Costing-Based to Account-Based CO-PA in SAP S/4HANA
Transition to account-based profitability analysis
E-book: $29.99
www.sap-press.com/5043

Pravin Datar
Extending SAP BPC Financial Planning with SAP Analytics Cloud
Find your financial planning path with SAP Analytics Cloud
E-book: $29.99
www.sap-press.com/5228

Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCAT21!
Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
Janet Salmon, Stefan Walz  
**Controlling with SAP S/4HANA: Business User Guide**  
SAP S/4HANA brings change to your routine controlling activities. Perform your key tasks in the new environment with this user guide! Get click-by-click instructions for your daily and monthly overhead controlling tasks, and then dive deeper into processes such as make-to-stock/make-to-order scenarios, margin analysis, and investment management. Finally, instructions for intercompany transactions and reporting make this your all-in-one resource!  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  

Tritschler, Walz, Rupp, Mucka  
Finance professionals, it's time to simplify your day-to-day. This book walks through your financial accounting tasks, whether you're using SAP GUI transactions or SAP Fiori apps in your SAP S/4HANA system. For each of your core FI business processes—general ledger accounting, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and fixed asset accounting—learn how to complete key tasks, click by click. Complete your FI operations smoothly and efficiently!  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  

Mehta, Aijaz, Duncan, Parikh  
**SAP S/4HANA Finance: An Introduction**  
Unlock the potential of SAP S/4HANA Finance  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  

Stefanos Pougkas  
**SAP S/4HANA Financial Accounting Certification Guide**  
Application Associate Exam  
For Exams C_TS4FI_1709 and C_TS4FI_1809  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  

Janet Salmon, Michel Haesendonckx  
**SAP S/4HANA Finance: The Reference Guide to What’s New**  
See how SAP S/4HANA has changed finance  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  

Theresa Marquis, Marjorie Wright  
**SAP S/4HANA Management Accounting Certification Guide**  
Application Associate Exam  
For Exams C_TS4CO_1709 and C_TS4CO_1809  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  

Hilker, Awan, Dixon, Six  
**Central Finance and SAP S/4HANA**  
The authoritative guide for your Central Finance project  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  

Balasubramanian, Desai, Kulam, Ooi, Rajagopal, Sanjivi, Tan  
**SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management**  
Functionality and Configuration  
Set up and run SAP BRIM  
E-book: $79.99  
Print: $89.95  
Bundle: $99.99  

Hilker, Awan, Dixon, Six  
**Asset Accounting with SAP S/4HANA**  
Configure and use asset accounting  
E-book: $79.99  
Print: $89.95  
Bundle: $99.99  

Dirk Neumann, Lawrence Liang  
**Cash Management with SAP S/4HANA**  
Managing your cash is critical—so master cash management in SAP S/4HANA! Follow step-by-step instructions to run bank relationship management, cash positioning and operations, and liquidity management, and then tailor each process to your system. Walk through the One Exposure from Operations data model, including integration scenarios, transactions, and configuration. Discover extensibility options for bank relationship management and key SAP Fiori apps. Get equipped for cash management!  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  

Ryan, Bala, Raghav, Mohammed  
**Group Reporting with SAP S/4HANA**  
Perform financial consolidation in your SAP S/4HANA system! With this guide to SAP S/4HANA Finance for group reporting, learn about the new group reporting architecture and data model. Configure your master data and integrate transactional data for consolidation using the Data Monitor. Walk through your key consolidation tasks, including currency translation, intercompany elimination, financial close, reporting, and more. This is your comprehensive group reporting resource!  
E-book: $79.99  
Print: $89.95  
Bundle: $99.99  

Theresa Marquis, Marjorie Wright  
**SAP S/4HANA Management Accounting Certification Guide**  
Application Associate Exam  
For Exams C_TS4CO_1709 and C_TS4CO_1809  
E-book: $69.99  
Print: $79.95  
Bundle: $89.99  
Materials Management with SAP S/4HANA

Get set up with MM in SAP S/4HANA. First take a look at the new suite and how it advances your logistics processes. Then explore MM as run in SAP S/4HANA, discover the sourcing and procurement options it provides, and find out how to manage inventory with best practices and SAP Fiori apps. Finally, take your learning a step further and explore the backbone of manufacturing—MRP with SAP S/4HANA.

1. Bhattacharjee, Narasimhamurti, Desai, Vazquez, Walsh
   Logistics with SAP S/4HANA
   An Introduction
   Reimagine your supply chain
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
   www.sap-press.com/4785

2. Jawad Akhtar, Martin Murray
   Materials Management with SAP S/4HANA
   Business Processes and Configuration
   The best-selling guide to MM in SAP S/4HANA
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/5132

3. Justin Ashlock
   Sourcing and Procurement with SAP S/4HANA
   For details on S&P, this book is the only source you need!
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/5003

4. Bernd Roedel, Johannes Esser
   Inventory Management with SAP S/4HANA
   Optimize inventory with SAP S/4HANA, step by step
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/4892

5. Caetano Almeida
   Material Requirements Planning with SAP S/4HANA
   Set up and run MRP with SAP S/4HANA
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/4966

6. Jawad Akhtar
   Production Planning with SAP S/4HANA
   Configure and run production planning in SAP S/4HANA
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/4821

7. Jawad Akhtar
   Quality Management with SAP S/4HANA
   Make quality management an integral part of your SAP S/4HANA system
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
   www.sap-press.com/4924

8. Jawad Akhtar
   Introducing Demand-Driven Replenishment (DDMRP) in SAP S/4HANA
   Improve your stock practices with demand-driven replenishment (DDR)
   E-book: $24.99
   www.sap-press.com/5330

9. Karl Liebstückel
   Plant Maintenance with SAP S/4HANA: Business User Guide
   Perform your key PM activities in SAP S/4HANA
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
   www.sap-press.com/5180

10. Mahesh Babu MG
    PP-DS with SAP S/4HANA
    Your complete guide to embedded PP-DS in SAP S/4HANA
    E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
    www.sap-press.com/4951

11. Lauterbach, Sauer, Gottlieb, Sürie, Benz
    Transportation Management with SAP
    Your ticket to transporting goods with SAP
    E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
    www.sap-press.com/4768

12. Namita Sachan, Aman Jain
    Warehouse Management with SAP S/4HANA
    Get your warehouse up and running in SAP S/4HANA
    E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
    www.sap-press.com/5005

13. Mrinal K. Roy
    Integrated TM and EWM in SAP S/4HANA
    Connect transportation and warehousing in your system
    E-book: $29.99
    www.sap-press.com/5315

14. Jawad Akhtar
    Document Management with SAP S/4HANA
    Your comprehensive guide to configuring and using DMS
    E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
    www.sap-press.com/5204

15. Jawad Akhtar
    Introducing Demand-Driven Replenishment (DDMRP) in SAP S/4HANA
    Improve your stock practices with demand-driven replenishment (DDR)
    E-book: $24.99
    www.sap-press.com/5330

16. Namita Sachan, Aman Jain
    Warehouse Management with SAP S/4HANA
    Get your warehouse up and running in SAP S/4HANA
    E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99
    www.sap-press.com/5005

Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.

Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCAT21!
Sandy Markin, Amit Sinha
SAP Integrated Business Planning
Functionality and Implementation
What does it mean to move your supply chain to the cloud? With this guide to SAP Integrated Business Planning, get the complete S&OP, demand, response and supply, and inventory planning picture—and then learn to monitor and control these processes. You'll understand how to set up and use your SAP IBP system, from planning models to user roles. Using industry case studies, see what it takes to ensure a successful adoption of SAP IBP.
E-book: $69.99    Print: $79.95    Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4615

Jandhyala, Kusters, Mane, Sinha
Sales and Operations Planning with SAP IBP
Ready to get S&OP working for you? See how to configure SAP Integrated Business Planning to fit your organization, from master data types to planning levels. Then execute demand planning, perform unconstrained or constrained supply planning, and consolidate the results into views with step-by-step instructions. Get more out of your new SAP IBP implementation with what-if scenarios, KPIs, dashboards, and built-in integrations.
E-book: $79.99    Print: $89.95    Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/4589

Rachith Srinivas, Matthew Cauthen
SAP Ariba
This is your comprehensive guide to SAP Ariba: implementation, configuration, operations, and integration! Get step-by-step instructions for each functional area, from contract and invoice management to guided buying and beyond. See how each SAP Ariba application fits into your procurement landscape and how they connect to SAP S/4HANA and SAP ERP. Get your cloud procurement project started today!
E-book: $79.99    Print: $89.95    Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/4800

Fabienne Bourdelle
SAP S/4HANA Sourcing and Procurement Certification Guide
Application Associate Exam
Preparing for your SAP S/4HANA Sourcing and Procurement Application Associate exam? Make the grade with this certification study guide! From stock material to purchasing, review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to pass with flying colors. Your path to sourcing and procurement certification begins here!
E-book: $69.99    Print: $79.95    Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/5124

Himanshu Goel
Introducing the Material Master in SAP S/4HANA
See what’s new with the material master in SAP S/4HANA
E-book: $29.99
www.sap-press.com/5288

Noboru Ota
Introducing SAP S/4HANA Service
Put the spotlight on service in the new suite
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/5332

Ashlock, Paschert, Schuster
Introducing Central Procurement with SAP S/4HANA
Dive into central procurement in SAP S/4HANA
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/4800

Ujwal Jethani, Venugopal Kelkar
Data Integration for SAP IBP
Get all your data into SAP IBP
E-book: $34.99
www.sap-press.com/4953

Rachith Srinivas, Matthew Cauthen
SAP Ariba
This is your comprehensive guide to SAP Ariba: implementation, configuration, operations, and integration! Get step-by-step instructions for each functional area, from contract and invoice management to guided buying and beyond. See how each SAP Ariba application fits into your procurement landscape and how they connect to SAP S/4HANA and SAP ERP. Get your cloud procurement project started today!
E-book: $79.99    Print: $89.95    Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/4800

Venkadesh Seetharaman
Introducing Statistical Forecasting with SAP IBP for Demand
Explore statistical forecasting models for demand planning
E-book: $29.99
www.sap-press.com/5344

Evelyna Halban, Unmesh Gandhi
User Management for SAP IBP
Make sure your SAP IBP users have the access they need!
E-book: $29.99
www.sap-press.com/5325

New

New

SAP IBP
This is your comprehensive guide to SAP Ariba: implementation, configuration, operations, and integration! Get step-by-step instructions for each functional area, from contract and invoice management to guided buying and beyond. See how each SAP Ariba application fits into your procurement landscape and how they connect to SAP S/4HANA and SAP ERP. Get your cloud procurement project started today!
E-book: $79.99    Print: $89.95    Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/5214

Himanshu Goel
Introducing the Material Master in SAP S/4HANA
See what’s new with the material master in SAP S/4HANA
E-book: $29.99
www.sap-press.com/5288

Noboru Ota
Introducing SAP S/4HANA Service
Put the spotlight on service in the new suite
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/5332

Thomas Wright
Introducing DDMRP with SAP IBP
Demand-Driven Replenishment for SAP ERP
SAP ERP, SAP IBP, and DDMRP—together at last!
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/5227

Wang, Chandra, Kusters, Bhandari
Inventory Planning and Optimization with SAP IBP
Your comprehensive guide to SAP IBP for inventory
E-book: $79.99    Print: $89.95    Bundle: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/4820

New

New
Amy Grubb, Luke Marson

SAP SuccessFactors
An Introduction

Take a tour of the SAP SuccessFactors suite! Discover what SAP offers for cloud HR: personnel administration, payroll, recruiting, onboarding, learning, workforce analytics, and more. Learn about integration tools that connect your system to SAP ERP HCM and SAP S/4HANA. Consult expert tips for your implementation, and see how SAP SuccessFactors can improve your HR operations!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4858

Leong-Cohen, Kandi, Karthik, Gan

Integrating SAP SuccessFactors

Transitioning to cloud HCM? With this guide, learn how to integrate SAP SuccessFactors into your HCM landscape. Connect Employee Central to SAP ERP, SAP S/4HANA, and third-party systems, and perform cross-module talent integrations between Recruiting, Onboarding, Learning, and more. Then create custom integrations using APIs, the Integration Center, SAP Cloud Platform, and templates to suit your organization’s specific requirements. Chart your own path to HCM in the cloud!

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/5019

New

Introducing Employee Experience Management (HXM) with Qualtrics and SAP SuccessFactors

Get to know HXM with Qualtrics

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/5346

Shelly Lynn Efrosinis

Introducing SAP SuccessFactors
Onboarding 2.0

Discover what SAP SuccessFactors Onboarding 2.0 has in store

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/5130

Mike Hoekstra

Introducing HR Reporting with SAP SuccessFactors
People Analytics

Explore your SAP SuccessFactors reporting and analytics tools

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/5101

Smith, Yang, Churin

SAP SuccessFactors
Learning
The Comprehensive Guide

SAP SuccessFactors Learning functionality and configuration, all in one place

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4577

Amy Grubb, Kim Lessley

SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting and Onboarding
The Comprehensive Guide

This go-to guide for SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting and Onboarding has it all: functionality, implementation, and integration. Walk through essential HR processes such as creating job postings, evaluating candidates, and onboarding new colleagues, and optimize your SAP SuccessFactors system to accomplish them. With notes on implementation planning and integration with SAP ERP HCM, SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central, and third-party systems, this book is the key to your HR success.

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4290

Imran Sajid

The Payroll Control Center for SAP ERP HCM and SAP SuccessFactors

Discover the future of payroll

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4226

Venki Krishnamoorthy

SAP SuccessFactors
Admin Center
User Management, Security, and Data Maintenance

Keep your SAP SuccessFactors system running

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4228

Ana Lucia Soler Villanueva

Introducing SAP Jam for SAP SuccessFactors

Connect people, content, and processes with SAP Jam

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4794

Marson, Mazhavanchery, Murray

SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central
The Comprehensive Guide

Get the most out of SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central! Use its extensive HR functionality, from hiring, termination, time sheets, and benefits programs to integration with SAP ERP and third-party cloud applications. Configure critical HR functionality with step-by-step instructions for setting up position and workforce management and maintaining maintain payroll and tax information in Employee Central. Get everything you need for Employee Central!

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4480

Badgi, Smir, Sajid

Introducing SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central Payroll
Manage your payroll processes in the cloud

www.sap-press.com/4742
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**SAP S/4HANA**

*An Introduction*

Interested in what SAP S/4HANA has to offer? Find out with this big-picture guide! Take a tour of SAP S/4HANA functionality for your key lines of business: finance, manufacturing, supply chain, sales, and more. Preview SAP S/4HANA’s architecture, and discover your options for reporting, extensions, and adoption. With insights into the latest intelligent technologies, this is your all-in-one SAP S/4HANA starting point!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/5232

**SAP S/4HANA Cloud**

*An Introduction*

New to SAP S/4HANA Cloud? This is the book for you! Get detailed descriptions and screenshots to see what is possible in SAP S/4HANA Cloud, from core functionality like finance and logistics to reporting with embedded analytics and KPIs. Learn how SAP S/4HANA Cloud impacts your users and how it can be extended, integrated, and adopted by your organization. Get information on the latest intelligent technologies to experience the complete solution scope. Discover what SAP S/4HANA Cloud means for your business!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/5255

**SAP S/4HANA Finance**

*An Introduction*

Unlock the potential of SAP S/4HANA Finance

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4784

**Introducing SAP Model Company for SAP S/4HANA**

Jumpstart your implementation with SAP Model Company

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/5109

**Logistics with SAP S/4HANA**

*An Introduction*

Reimagine your supply chain

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4785

**Introducing the Technical Foundation of SAP S/4HANA**

Your blueprint for SAP S/4/HANA

E-book: $29.99

www.sap-press.com/5032

**SAP Activate**

*Project Management for SAP S/4HANA*

SAP S/4HANA is here, and the stakes are high. Get your project right with this guide to SAP Activate! Understand the road ahead: What are the phases of SAP Activate? Which activities happen when? Start by setting up a working system, then walk through guided configuration, and learn how to deploy SAP S/4HANA in your landscape: on-premise, cloud, or hybrid. Take advantage of SAP Activate’s agile methodology, and get the guidance you need for a smooth and successful go-live!

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/5027

**SAP SuccessFactors**

*An Introduction*

Walk through SAP SuccessFactors from end to end

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4858

**SAP C/4HANA**

*An Introduction*

Explore the world of SAP Customer Experience

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4852

**SAP: An Introduction**

Next-Generation Business Processes and Solutions

What comes after SAP Business Suite? Can the “new SAP” meet your existing business requirements—and if so, how? This book is your big-picture introduction to how SAP solutions address your day-to-day business and IT processes in the post-SAP Business Suite landscape. Learn about up-and-coming SAP applications, from SAP S/4HANA, to SAP Customer Experience, to SAP IBP. Follow a central business case to get a clear idea of how the new SAP portfolio can work for you, now and in the years ahead!


www.sap-press.com/4563

**SAP HANA 2.0**

*An Introduction*

Your SAP HANA journey starts here

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4884

**SAP Activate**

*Project Management for SAP S/4HANA*

SAP S/4HANA is here, and the stakes are high. Get your project right with this guide to SAP Activate! Understand the road ahead: What are the phases of SAP Activate? Which activities happen when? Start by setting up a working system, then walk through guided configuration, and learn how to deploy SAP S/4HANA in your landscape: on-premise, cloud, or hybrid. Take advantage of SAP Activate’s agile methodology, and get the guidance you need for a smooth and successful go-live!

E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/5027

**SAP: An Introduction**

Next-Generation Business Processes and Solutions

What comes after SAP Business Suite? Can the “new SAP” meet your existing business requirements—and if so, how? This book is your big-picture introduction to how SAP solutions address your day-to-day business and IT processes in the post-SAP Business Suite landscape. Learn about up-and-coming SAP applications, from SAP S/4HANA, to SAP Customer Experience, to SAP IBP. Follow a central business case to get a clear idea of how the new SAP portfolio can work for you, now and in the years ahead!


www.sap-press.com/4563
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